
 

 

 

 

 

Pace Labels Division 

 

Type Description Substrate Options 

Food & Beverage 

Labels 

Labels for use on boxes, bottles, and any other surface 

that involves indirect food contact 

Polypropylene, thermal transfer, 

semi-gloss, and vinyl 

Pharmaceutical 

Labels 

Labels for Pharmaceutical customers undergo the strictest of 

quality standards.  Pace is experienced and has a long record of 

servicing this industry. 

Polypropylene, thermal transfer, 

semi-gloss, and vinyl 

Industrial Labels 
Wide range of substrates, sizes, die cut patterns, and inks allow 

Pace to produce high quality labels for a variety of industrial 

applications. 

Polypropylene, thermal transfer, 

semi-gloss, and vinyl 

Tags 
Non-adhesive backed tags can be printed and die cut to a 

customer driven specification.  Our widest array of substrates is 

available. 

Cross laminated films, synthetic 

papers, various paper stocks,  

polypropylene, thermal transfer, semi-

gloss, and vinyl 

Shipping & ID Labels Generic and branded shipping and ID labels  
Polypropylene, thermal transfer, 

semi-gloss, and vinyl 

Color Dot Labels A variety of colors and sizes available 
Polypropylene, thermal transfer, 

semi-gloss, and vinyl 

Non Adhesive Labels 
Non-adhesive labels can be used on glass or other solid 

surfaces without the concern of adhesive transfer. 
Vinyl 

Printed Tapes 
Custom printed tapes with the highest degrees of printing quality 

and sophistication in the industry 

Water Activated Tape, Heat Sealable 

Paper Tapes, Non-Adhesive Tapes 

 

Pace Labels 

Printing & Converting Capabilities 

Finished Material Put-Up Dimensional Restrictions Printing Capability Ink Types 

Roll 
Fan Folded 

Sheet 

Label Sizes Up to 9.5” x 18” 
Custom Printing Up to 24” wide 

Flexographic 
Up to 6 Color 

Water Based 
UV Curable 

 

Located in Williamston, SC, the Pace Labels division 

produces high quality labels, tags and printed tapes.  

Featuring 6 color printing capability, narrow width 

slitting and die cutting, Pace can quickly and cost 

effectively produce within its modern, climate 

controlled production facility. 

Note: Laminated Film or UV curable coating can be added to any labels, tag or tape to increase durability and appearance.  


